Directions to Torre di Moravola
Please remember to print out the map attached and directions below.
Note that the km on the map are a running measurement from the exit
of the E45 (GPS Coordinates are in degrees not minutes )
please remember many GPS systems do not work on white gravel roads
It should take around 10/12 minutes in total from the San Lorenzo road to
Moravola, If you have problems at all call us and we will meet you in the local
village of Montone or at the exit of the motorway E45
CHRISTOPHER 0039 346 977 0921
SEONAID:

0039 349 1291 820

MORAVOLA:

0039 075 946 0965

Exit the E45 at MONTONE/PIETRALUNGA.
This is after UMBERTIDE if approaching from the South (Roma)
or after PROMANO if approaching from the North (Cesena)
Go through a small industrial zone, then straight ahead at the roundabout. You
will come to a T junction, take the RIGHT signed towards UMBERTIDE
This is a small curving road. After about 3/4 minutes, and BEFORE passing
under the E45 motorway, you will see a white house on the right, TURN LEFT
here at the blue sign SAN LORENZO and the MADONNA dei CONFINI,
It should take around 10/12 minutes in total from the San Lorenzo road to
Moravola, follow this road up the hill. After around 7 minutes the tarmac road
changes to a white gravel road, this is 2 kilometres from Moravola, it passes on
the left an old stone building the church of the Madonna dei Confini. Continue
straight ahead around a few bends always following our logo sign on the trees:

Continue along the highest point of the mountain ridge, then descend slightly

and pass between two houses (the left one has a wooden sign ʻMonte Caiberta
bio productsʼ) The road immediately curves steeply down left, It then divides
into three, the central one is Moravola.

